I. Introduction 1. Let p be an odd prime, and let a = {a1,a2,---,ar}, where 1 ^ a,-^ (p -l)/2, be a set of r distinct integers. In an earlier paper [1] the author has obtained a convergent series representation and asymptotic formulas for pa{n), the number of partitions of a positive integer n into summands congruent to + dj (mod p). The necessary transformation equations as well as estimates of the magnitude of certain exponential sums were obtained using the procedures of Lehner [2] , while the circle dissection method of Rademacher [3] was employed for the integration. In the present paper we impose an additional restriction on the partitions, namely that the summands be distinct. That is, we wish to find a convergent series and asymptotic formulas for qa(n), the number of partitions of a positive integer n into distinct summands which are congruent modulo p to elements of a or their negatives. The methods employed are essentially the same as in [1] and free use will be made of the results obtained in the earlier paper whenever they are applicable.
2. In the sequel several generating functions, each convergent in the interior of the unit circle, will be needed. For convenience we list these now. r / oo oo \ pjt*) = n n a -*r*")-1 n a -x^-'r1) ( Let k be a positive integer and let h satisfy the conditions (h,k) =■= 1,0 ^ h< k.
If p\ k we define bj = ± haj(mod p), whichever yields 1 ^bj^(p -l)/2, and also define (2.3) b = {bub2,-,br).
Our third function is f*oo = n (n (i-x(2m-i,p+2,,o(i-x(2'"-i)p-2i,o) (2. 
II. The Transformation Equations 3 . In what follows it will be necessary to determine the behavior of Ga(x) in the neighborhood of a rational point on a circle concentric to the unit circle and of radius less than 1. Therefore, we take
where St{z) > 0, (h,k) = 1,0 = h< k. Theorem 1 of [1] states that n 9n Fa(exp{2nih / k -2nz j k}) = coa(h, k)exp{n(B j z -Az) / 6pk)
• Fb(exp{2nih' jk-2nlzk}) if p| k, and
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• exp{n(rlz-Az)l6pk}Hak(exp{2niH'lk-2nlzK}) if p)fk.
Here, r (3.4) A = I (p2 -6ajP + 6a2); j = i r (3.5) ß = I (p2 -6bjP + 6b2); j = i
/a(fc,/c) = exp{7cir"(/!,/c)}, (3.9) ta(h,k) = Z I «PjlK))((hpjlk)),0 < pj < K,pj = ± a7 (modp). /=i /<./ ((y)) = y -[y] -i + i<5()0 where <5(j>) = 1 if y is an integer and 0 otherwise. b and a, are given by (2.3) and (2.5) respectively. With the aid of this theorem we can now derive the necessary transformation equations for Ga(x), the generating function of qa(n). Four cases must be considered.
If 2p|fc and x is given by (3.1) then x2 = exp{2nih / k* -2nz / k*} where 2k* = k. Since Ga(x) = Fa(x)/Fa(x2) we have, applying (3.2), Ga(x) = w"(/i,/c)exp{7r04z -BIz)l6pk}Gb(x'), where (3.10) x' = exp{27u7T/fc-27t/zk}.
h' is a fixed solution of (3.11) hh'=-l (mod Je), and (3.12) wa{h,k) = coa(h,k)la)a(h,k*).
If p| /c and fc is odd then x2 = exp{47n'/i / k -4-nzj k). From (3.2) it follows that
Ga(x) = Wa{h,k)z exp{7r(Az + B/z -D\2z)/6pk}Fb(x')lFd(y') where (3.13) / = exp {2nig'/k -njzk), g' is a fixed solution of (3.14) 2hg' =-1 (mod/c),
,---,dr} where d; =. ± 2/ja,(mod p), whichever yields l^dj^ (p-l)/2, and D = E,-= 1(p2 -6i7p + €>d) ). Since fc; = + hdj (mod p) it follows that dj = 2bj OTdj = p-2bj. Thus, D = I, = 1(p2 -12fc,p + 24b2). From (3.11) and (3.14) we have h' = 2g'(mod k) so that x' = y'2. We now easily verify that Fb{x')lpd{y') = h(y') where Ib(x) is given by (2.4). We conclude that Ga(x) = lffl(/j,/c)exp{7t04z + B*lz)l6pk}I"(y') where
If fe is even and p/f/c then from (3. from which we easily deduce that Hak(X) I Hak*(X2) = Jak(X) where Jak(x) is given by (2.8). We conclude that GJtx) = ( -l)"2rza(/i,/c) fl cos jcaj/p exp{jt(i4z -r I z) 16pk}J JJ)
where p is the number of a; such that a,-> p/2.
If /c is odd and p)(k then from (3.3)
where License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use if p| k and 2)(k,
if pJfk and 2\k, and'
if pJfk and 2Jfk.
III. Estimates of Four Exponential Sums
4. In what follows it will be necessary to have information concerning the magnitude of certain exponential sums involving wa(h,k), Wa(h,k), za(h,k) and Za(h,k). Since the trivial estimate 0(k) will not suffice we now undertake an investigation of these sums. The method used is essentially that of Lehner, and for further details the interested reader is referred to [1] and [2] . We first consider the case p\k.
With a"{h,k) given by (3.7) we have by (5.3), (5.4), (5.5) of [1] 
Here / is an integer, and Cj = bj if bj=haj(moo\p),Cj = p -bj if bj = -haj (mod p). Since, when k is even,/ = 1 or/= 3 we have from (4.6) and the corresponding statement for k* (4.9) 6pkaa(h,k) = 6pk*oa(h, k*) = 0 (mod /).
If we define <p by /<£= 1 (mod Gk) we have also f<p = l(modG/c*). It follows then from (4.4), (4.7), and (4.9) that 6pko-a(h,k) = f<p{sh-th'-6kC* + 3rpk)(mod 12pk) and 6pk*oa(h,k*) s f<j>(Sh-Th'-6k*C* + 3rpk*)(mod I2pk*)
where C* = E; = iCj. From (3.6) Here X* = pk* and j?* = lj=1ßj.
Since, when k is even ,F = porF = 3pwe have from (6.7) and the corresponding statement for k* (6.10) 6pkta(h,k) = 6pk*ttt(h,k*) = 0 (modF).
If we define O by FO = l(mod gk) then also F3> = 1 (mod gk*). It follows then from (6.5), (6.8), (6.10) that 6pkta(h,k) = F<I>(sh -th' + 6ka*)(mod 12pk), 6pk*ta(h,k*) = F^(Sh -Th' + 6k*ß*)(mod \2pk*).
Then, from (3.8)
Xa(h,k) = exp{2ni(6®a*lg + ®(sh -th')lgk)}, Xa(h,k*) = exp{2ni(6^ß*lg + 0>(Sh -Th')/gk*)}.
From (3.19), (6.6), (6.9) it then follows that 7. With h replaced by 2h we have from (6.1), (6.2), (6.3), (6.4) if k is odd
I2hkpta(2h,k) = 4h2^A + Z {2K2 + 3K(2aj -p)}j + r(l -k2) (7.4) + 12/ifax* -12/cf.
If p = 3 then (mod p) in (7.3) is replaced by (mod 9).
If we now take g' so that 2hg' = -1 (mod gk) we have after multiplying (7.4)
by -g' (7.5) 6pkta(2h,k) = 2hs -g't + 6/ca* (modg/c), where s and t are given by (6.6). From (7.1), (7.2), (7.3) r (7.6) 6pkta(2h,k) = 9p2 I (2a; + 2«j + p -p/c)(modF).
= 1
Defining O as before and y by g/cy = l(modF) we have from (6.5), (6.7), (7.5), (7.6) if k is odd 6pkta(h,k) = F^(sh -th' + 6ka*) + 9gkyp2(2A* + 2a* + rp-rpk)(modl2pk), 6pkta(2h,k)= F<S>(2sh-tg' +6ka*)+9gkyp2(2A* +2a*+ rp-rpk) (modl2p/<).
From (3.8)
Xa (h,k) = exp{27ti(9p2y(2/l* + 2a* + rp -rpk)/F + 60a*/g + <D(s/i -th ')/gk)}, Xa(2h,k) = exp{27ri(9p2}>(2,4* +2a* + rp-rpk)/F + 60>a*/g + ®(2sh-tg')/gk)}.
Since W = 2g'(modgk) we have from (3.22), (6.6) and the fact that gk\ 2K2, (7.7) Za(h,k) = sxp{2nmU'h + V'g')lgk}, where U' = -A-6KA* + 3rpK, Here al,a2 are integers and S' indicates that ft runs over integers prime to the modulus of the sum. ft', g', H', G' are given by (3.11), (3.14), (3.18), (3.21) respectively.
Proof. wa(ft,k), Wa(h,k), za(ft,k), Za(ft,k), when viewed as functions of ft, all have period k. Therefore, if in Sj and S2 we select ft' so that ftft' = -1 (mod Gk) and make use of (4.10) and (5.7) we can write St = G"1 I' exp{27ti/(ft)/Gk}, It mod Gk S2 = G~1c2(a,k,0 I exp{2nig(ft)/Gk}, /t mod Gk where |c2| = l, /(ft) = (</>" -Gn)ft + (<j>v + Gv)ft', and g(ft) = ((pu'-G«)ft + (<£(/ + Gv)g'. Since ft' = 2g'(mod Gk) and since an integer X exists such that 2X= 1 (mod Gk) we see that g(h) =(<pu' -Gn)h + X{<pv' + Gv)ft'(modGk).
If in S3 and S4 we take ft' so that ftft' = -l(modgk) and make use of (6.11), (7.7) we can write Here 0' = l/k(k + kj and d" = \jk(k + k2) where hjk,. < h/k < h2/k2 are consecutive terms in the Farey series of order JV. We now split the sum over k into four parts q"(n,l), qa(n,2), qa(n,3), qa(n,4) according as fc satisfies the requirements given in (3.23), (3.24), (3.25), (3.26) respectively. Selecting ß so that atß = 1 (modp) we have by (3.23)
where h = ± ^(modp).
If we split the sum over v into two parts according as 2v + B/6p is negative or nonnegative we find, using Rademacher's argument [3] • exp { -(nlKkw)(v -r/12) + nw(2n + Aj6p)}d4>.
If we split the sum over v into two parts according as v -r/12 is negative or nonnegative we have, using Theorem 5, where Akb, Lkb, Bkb, Mkb, Ck, Nk are given by (9.2), (9.3), (9.5), (9.6), (9.9), (9.10)
respectively. In the first sum 2p\k; in the second p| k, 2Jfk; in the third p)(k,
2)(k. where c > 0.
The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 7 in [1] and is therefore omitted. We remark only that one must establish that if -B > 0(5* > 0) and M is the maximum possible value of -B(B*) then fc_1M1/2 -(r/2)1/2 < 0 if k ^ p. This is easily done as follows.
Since B is a decreasing function of each bj the maximal value of -B is M = -rp2 + 6p Tj-6 Z/2 where (p + l)/2-rz^j^(pl)/2. An easy calculation yields M = rp2/2 + r(l -4r2)/2 < rp2/2. (The maximal value of B* is M = rp2/2 -6 Ij=1 j2 < rp2/2.) Since k^pwe have fc~2M ^ p~2M < r/2. Since W~ (r/2)1/2/!{T(r/2)1/2} (see (11.13) in [1] ) we have from Theorem 7 Corollary 7.1. As n -* oo «a(») = 7r(2r/(12np + A^I^Tirll)1'2}^ + 0(exp{ -cn1/2})).
Finally, since f^z) = e2(27tz)~1/2(l + 0(z-1)) as z -> oo, we have Corollary 7.2. As n -> oo 5a(") = (6p)1/2(r/2)1/4(12np + A)-3/4exp{T(r/2)1/2}(l + 0(n_1/2)).
